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ABSTRAC
CT
The synthesis of emotional speech has wide applicationns in the field of
o human-com
mputer interactiion, medicine, industry
and so on. In this work, an emotional speech synthesis system is propposed based on
n prosodic feattures modificaation and
Time Domainn Pitch Synchroonous OverLap
p Add (TD-PS
SOLA) wavefoorm concatenative algorithm
m. The system pproduces
synthesized sppeech with fouur types of emotion: angry, hhappy, sad andd bored. The experiment
e
resuults show that the proposed emotionnal speech synnthesis system achieves a goood performancce. The producced utterances present clear eemotional expression.. The subjectiive test reachees high classification accurracy for differrent types of synthesized
s
em
motional
speech utterannces.
Keywords: Em
motional Speeech Synthesis; Prosodic Featuures; Time Doomain Pitch Sy
ynchronous Ovverlap Add

1. Introducction
The modern speech
s
synthessis system hass a wide varietty
of applications. In the call-ccenters, the speeech synthesizer
could conductt dialogues wiith customers. The intelligennt
virtual agent devices coulld read loud to users usinng
speech syntheesis techniquess, such as in th
he video gamees
or children’s toys.
t
In the m
medicine field, the speech synnthesizer couldd even be used to speak for sufferers whho
lost the use of their voicce. The majorrity of moderrn
speech syntheesizers could pproduce voice (acoustic waveform) from teext. However, few machiness can “speak” iin
a totally naturral way as a huuman being. One
O of the majoor
drawbacks exxisting is that tthe machines could
c
not speaak
with emotionss. Emotion exppression is a vital
v
part in huuman communication, an efffective human--to-human com
mmunication is virtually im
mpossible wiithout speakeers
could not exprress or understand affections. The emotionnal speech synnthesis aims tto add human
n emotions intto
synthesized speech
s
to prooduce more natural
n
affectivve
speech.
Two majorr approaches too emotional sp
peech synthessis
dominate the literature:
l
form
mant synthesis and concatenative synthesiss [1]. Formantt synthesis gen
nerates acousttic
speech data entirely based on rules su
urrounding thhe
acoustic correelates of the sppeech and doess not utilize huuman speech recordings. Acoustic profiless for each emootion category are
a derived froom the literaturre and manually
adapted [2] too create a signnal. In 1989, Jenet Cahn [33]
Copyright © 20013 SciRes.

implem
mented the sy
ynthesized emotional speechh firstly
using a formant syn
nthesis system
m. After then,, several
researchhes have been
n done using thhe formant synnthesizer
[4]. Despite of the high degree of control
c
over thhe acoustic paraameters provid
ded in this tecchnique, form
mant synthesis is
i not widely applied, sincee the resultingg speech,
has an unnatural, meechanical sounnd. In contrastt, concatenativee synthesis [5]] joins recordinngs of a humaan speaker to geenerate the syn
nthetic speech. The generatinng utterances are
a more natu
ural. Howeverr, in order to produce
variety of emotions, the system requires a larger size of
speech database to bu
uild a selectinng units pool [[6-9]. To
solve thhis problem, several
s
researcchers incorporrate prosodic strategies
s
into unit selectionn [10,11]. In thhis way,
smallerr number of sp
peech corporaa is required. D
Different
types of
o emotion co
ould be addedd into the synnthesized
speech through modiifying correspoonding to acouustic parameterrs (like the fun
ndamental freqquency, or the duration
of speeech contour), and then applyiing the wavefoorm concatenative approachees, such as thee PSOLA (Pittch Synchronouus OverLap Add) algorithm [12].
In thhis work, an em
motional speecch synthesis ssystem is
proposeed based on prosodic featture modificattion and
TS-PSO
OLA concaten
native synthesiss method.

2. Em
motional Speeech Syntheesis System
In this work, a prossodic modificaation based em
motional
speech synthesis systtem is proposeed. The block diagram
ENG
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is illustrated in Figure 1.
In the experiment, the speech utterances, which are
selected from emotional speech database with four different types of emotion: angry, happy, sad and bored, are
divided into a set of units. For the concatenative speech
synthesis, there are various possible choices for the type
of unit, the most popularly used types include words,
syllables, phonemes, demi-syllables and diphones. The
speech unit is the basic synthesis building block. It is
known that when the length of unit goes longer, the effect of context decreases and the quality of resulting
synthesized speech increase. Considering the size of
speech database, in this work, the chosen concatenative
unit is word. For the segmented units, the prosodic analysis is applied to calculate the pitch, energy and duration
rules. The length of silence is also calculated to decide
the pause assignment. The prosodic feature templates for
different types of emotion are then built up using the
estimated parameters.
In the next step, for the neutral input speech, the utterances are segmented into units (word) firstly. Then the
prosodic features are extracted for each unit, and modified according to the prosodic feature templates which
are built in the previous step, with the corresponding
emotion type. At last, the time-domain pitch synchronous
overlap add (TS-PSOLA) concatenative synthesis method is used to smooth and modify unit boundary, and to
produce the final synthesized emotional speech.

3. Speech Database
The publicly available Berlin emotional speech (BES)
database [13] is used in this work, for the purpose of
comparison with other experiments. In the construction
of the database, the text materials are carefully chosen to
achieve natural emotion arousal. 10 sentences (5 short
and 5 long sentences) frequently used in everyday communication are selected. The speech utterances are produced by ten actors (5 female and 5 male). A total of 248
emotional recordings are selected in this work, with four
different types of emotion: angry, happy, sad and bored,
to build up the emotional prosodic feature templates. For
the emotion “angry”, it is a short clipped speech, with
one word or syllable being more strongly stressed. For
the emotion “happy”, the voice tone is high pitched,
speech is faster or louder than usual. Under “sad” emotional state, a person tends to speak slowly, and use a low

voice tone. For the emotion “bored”, the voice tone is
cold and dull. For each emotion, the number of recordings is 62. The sampling frequency for the data is 16
kHz.
In addition, 40 speech recordings under neutral state
are used for testing. A neutral voice tone is even, relaxed,
without marked stress on individual syllables. For each
neutral speech, four synthesized utterances are produced
with emotion type of angry, happy, sad and bored.

4. Prosodic Features Calculation
In this work, three prosodic features are extracted: fundamental frequency, energy and time duration.

4.1. Calculation of Fundamental Frequency
As illustrated in Figure 2, the fundamental frequency F0
of vocal folds vibration is estimated simultaneously in
the time domain using the autocorrelation method [13],
and in the frequency domain using the cepstral method
[13]. The average value of these two measurements provides the final estimate of F0.
The frequency domain cepstrum method of the F0 estimation looks for a periodicity in the log spectrum of the
signal; if the log amplitude spectrum contains many regularly spaced harmonics, then the Fourier analysis of the
spectrum is expected to show a peak corresponding to the
spacing between the harmonics: i.e. the fundamental
frequency.
The time domain autocorrelation method, on the other
hand, estimates the fundamental frequency directly from
the waveform using the autocorrelation function which is
expect to show peaks at delays corresponding to multiples of the glottal wave period (1/F0). The autocorrelation is calculated as:
Rm(k) =

N−k−1

s ( j)s ( j +k)
m

(1)

m

j=0

where s is the speech signal.

4.2. Calculation of Energy
Speech utterance is a non-stationary signal. However, it
could be viewed as a stationary signal in a short-time
roughly ranging between 16 ms and 32 ms.
In the experiment, the short-time energy is calculated
F0 estimation in the time domain
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Figure 1. Block diagram of emotional speech synthesis.
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Figure 2. A flowchart of the fundamental frequency estimation method.
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for the speech frame with the length of 16 ms and 50%
overlap. The short-time energy for a speech signal s[n] is
calculated as:
Enˆ =

 ( s[m]w[nˆ − m])

m = nˆ − L +1

2

(2)

where s[m] is the speech signal, w[nˆ − m] is the applied
window. nˆ = rR , where R represents frame shift and r is
the integer.

4.3. Calculation of Time Duration
The time duration of each unit under different emotional
states is calculated to obtain the prosodic characteristics
of speech signals.
Moreover, the duration of silence in each sentence is
estimated, in order to get the pause assignment for each
type of emotion.
The duration of silence is calculated through speech
endpoint detection method. The endpoint detection algorithm aims to identify the speech signal from background
noise. The short-time energy is calculated to detect voiced speech and short-time zero crossing rate is estimated
to decide the voiceless speech. The length of silence is
then calculated while removing the speech parts.
Table 1 shows the average value of prosodic features
for the units under five different types of emotion.

5. TS-PSOLA Method
Time Domain Pitch Synchronous Overlap Add is a popularly used concatenative synthesis method. The basic
contribution of TD-PSOLA technique is to modify the
pitch directly on the speech waveform. There are three
steps for TD-PSOLA: pitch synchronization analysis,
pitch synchronization modification and pitch synchronization synthesis.
Pitch synchronization analysis is the core of TDPSOLA method, it finishes two tasks: fundamental frequency detection and pitch mark. Let xm(n) denotes the
windowed short time signal:
xm ( n ) = hm (tm - n)x(n)
(2)
where tm is the mark point of pitch, hm is the window
sequence.
Pitch synchronization modification adapts the pitch
mark by changing the duration (insert or delete the sequence with the length of pitch duration) and tone (increase or decrease the fundamental frequency).
The pitch synchronization synthesis adds the new sequence signal produced in the previous step. In this work,
the Least-Square Overlap-Added Scheme method is used
to get the synthesized signal:

 a x (n )h (t - n)
x( n ) =
 h (t - n)
q

q

q

q

q

2
q

q
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Table 1. Average prosodic feature values of units under five
emotional states.
Prosodic features

nˆ

(3)
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Emotion types
Neutral

Angry

Happy

Sad

Bored

Pitch (Hz)

149

251

203

126

169

Time duration (s)

0.24

0.16

0.18

0.26

0.25

Energy (db)

56.4

73.2

64.8

52.1

49.3

where tq is the new pitch mark, hq is the synthesized
window sequence, a q is the weight to compensate the
energy loss when modifying the pitch value.

6. Experiments and Results
Figure 3 illustrates an example of the emotional speech
synthesis applying the proposed method in this work.
Figure 3 shows the waveforms of the utterance “Das
schwarze Stück Papier befindet sich da oben neben dem
Holzstück” produced under neutral and four types of
emotional states: angry, happy, sad and bored. Figure 3
also shows the waveforms of the synthesized emotional
speech under four different types of emotional states
based on the prosodic feature modification algorithm.
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed emotional speech synthesis system, a subjective test is made.
Six participators listened the synthesized emotional
speech utterances, and selected which type of emotion
they are. The subjective test results (confusion matrix)
are listed in Table 2.

7. Conclusions and Discussion
In this work, a prosodic feature modification method
combined with PSOLA algorithm is proposed in order to
add the emotional color to a neutral speech. Figure 3
shows the waveforms of the natural and synthesized
speech signals under four different types of emotion. It is
seen that the waveforms of the synthesized speech are
distinguished among different types of emotion, and they
are similar to the waveforms of natural speech pronounced by human beings. The subjective test as illustrated in Table 2 indicates that the synthesized speech
signals contain clear emotion colors, it is easy to classify
emotion types from the synthesized utterances by human
being. For the synthesized speech, the emotion “angry” is
easiest to classify. This is because the natural emotion
“angry” contains strong emotional arousal, resulting in
distinguished prosodic characteristics. The emotion
“bored” obtaines the lowest subjective classification accuracy, this is probably because the acoustic characteristics of emotion “bored” is not clear, this kind of emotion
is mainly expressed through the linguistic information.
One of the shortcomings of this work is that the emotional speech data size is limited. In order to meet the
ENG
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Figure 3. Waveeforms of neutrral speech (a), emotional
e
speecch (angry (b), happy
h
(d), sad (ff) and bored (h
h)) and synthesiized emotional speech (aangry (c), happ
py (e), sad (g) an
nd bored (i)).

needs of natuural conversatioon with rich emotion
e
expreession, a much larger size off emotional speeech units database is requireed.
In order to produce
p
more natural emotio
onal speech, thhe
concatenative unit selected in this work is “word”, beCopyright © 20013 SciRes.

cause thhe speech dataabase providess correspondinng words
for eachh type of emottion. Howeverr, in the real-liife application, there are esseentially an infinite number oof words.
Therefoore, there willl be some worrds in the synnthesized
speech which is not in
n the “dictionaary” database, only the
ENG
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Table 2. Subjective test results.

Northern Ireland, 2000, pp. 151-156.

Classified emotion types

Synthesized
emotion types

Angry

Happy

Sad

bored

Angry

90.3%

8.1%

1.6%

0%

Happy

8.1%

87.1%

3.2%

1.6%

Sad

6.5%

6.5%

80.5%

6.5%

Bored

3.2%

8.1%

11.3%

77.4%

optimized word could be found through unit selection
algorithm, resulting lower quality of the final speech.
One of the solutions is to choose shorter length of unit
type, like syllables, phonemes and so on. In this way, a
smaller size of data set will be required.
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